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1. Introduction. Two permanent configurations in the problem of three

bodies have been known since the time of Lagrange, namely, the straight

line and the equilateral triangle ; each of these configurations exists whatever

the masses may be. A complete generalization of the straight line configura-

tion to n bodies was given by F. R. Moulton,f and some particular instances

of other configurations have been given by R. Hoppe,| Andoyer,§ and W. R.

Longley,|| each of which contains some element of symmetry.

In the present paper the problem of plane configurations (evidently, with

the exception of the tetrahedron, there are no three-dimensional configura-

tions) is removed from the field of differential equations to those of geometry

and algebra by means of two theorems which hold for any number of bodies.

The results of these theorems are used to give a complete and detailed

analysis of the quadrilateral configurations of four bodies. It is evident that

the method is applicable to any number of bodies.

2. The differential equations. Suppose there are n particles in the #y-plane

which attract each other along the lines joining them according to any given

function of the distance, but which, for simplicity, will be taken to be the

inverse reth power of the distance. The differential equations, referred to the

center of gravity of the system, are

Xi-Xj                   cos 6a
xi' = - 2^--IT = ~ 2^mi-'

'13 '%:

y'i' = - 2^»í-— = - ¿jm- (* = L • • • , n;j * t);
..íTl *.. .n
' i¡ >,¡

or, in polar coordinates, in which

Xi = ri cos di,        y i = r¡ sin 0<,

* Presented to the Society, September 2, 1932; received by the editors May 16, 1932.

f Periodic Orbits, published by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1920, p. 285.

X Erweiterung der bekannten Speciallösung des Dreikörper problems, Archiv der Mathematik und

Physik, vol. 64, p. 218.
§ Sur l'équilibre relatif de n corps, Bulletin Astronomique, vol. 23 (1906), p. SO.

|| Some particular solutions in the problem of n bodies, Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society, vol. 13 (1906-07), p. 324.
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the equations are

tV - rid!2

(1)

rfil' +2r(d'i

In these equations 0¿, is the angle which the line r{i makes with the x-axis.

If there exists a configuration which moves like a rigid system with the

angular velocity a, the mutual distances are all constants, say

r% = ti,        ri, = li,;

and the angles are all linear functions of the time, say

di = 0i(O) + cot,       da = 0,7<»> + at.

Mi,

0 (i - 1, ■ • • , n).

The left members of these equations are the components of acceleration of

the particle «,-, along the radius vector r< and perpendicular to it, due to the

attraction of all of the other bodies. Expressed in words these equations give

the following theorem :

Theorem I. // a plane system of free particles, which is acted upon by no

forces other than those of their mutual attractions, rotates about the center of

gravity like a rigid system then the resultant acceleration of each of the particles,

due to the attraction of all of the other particles, passes through the center of

gravity of the system, and in magnitude is proportional to the distance of the

particle from the center of gravity of the system; and, conversely, if there exists a

plane configuration of n bodies in which the resultant acceleration of each

particle passes through the center of gravity of the system and in magnitude is

proportional to the distance of the particle from the center of gravity, then the

system in this configuration can rotate like a rigid system.

3. The possibility of Keplerian motion. The hypothesis of rigidity is

stronger than is necessary, for the configuration is preserved if the system is

altered in such a way that the ratios of the mutual distances are not changed;

size and orientation being non-essentials.

- Hmi

= - YL™¡

cos ida - di)

r ■■'■

sin fa - di)

The differential equations reduce to

„       COSÍA/»   -  0i(O))
Zm'—£—

(2)
_     sin(0,/<» -W«)
2^m¡---

hi"
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Suppose one knows a configuration in which the resultant acceleration of

each particle, due to the attraction of all of the others, is directed toward

the center of gravity and in magnitude is proportional to the distance of the

particle from the center of gravity, and equations (2), therefore, are satisfied.

Let p and 0 be new variables, and in equations (1) take

r, = pli, Tij = phj,

6i = 0i(o) + 6,        On = 0t/»> + 0.

Equations (1) then become

1   ^      cos (0i;<°>   - 0¿<°> )
Up" - liP6'2 = - - 2>;-—--,

pn la"

liipd" + 2p'6') = 0,

which, by virtue of equations (2) and removal of the factor /,, become

o

p" - P0'2 = - -,
p"

pO" + 2p'6' = 0.

These are the equations of motion of a particle which is attracted towards

a fixed center by a force which varies inversely as the nth power of the dis-

tance. Hence

Theorem II. If a configuration of n particles exists for which motion as a

rigid system is possible, then each particle of the system can move just as though

it ivere attracted toward the center of gravity by a force which varies inversely as

the nth power of the distance in such a way that the configuration is preserved.

If the law of attraction is the Newtonian law and the configuration is

such that circular motion is possible, then motion in a conic section in ac-

cordance with the laws of Kepler also is possible, the configuration being pre-

served throughout the motion.

Permanent quadrilateral configurations

4. Vector equations. Given four masses, mi, nh, m3, mt, and the quad-

rilateral of which they are the corners, Fig. 1. Let the line mim2 be n, m<¡.m3 be

r2, etc. ; let the diagonal mxm3 be r5 and the diagonal m2m4 be r6. Let ai, a2, a3, a4

be unit vectors parallel to n, r2, r3, and r4 respectively, taken as in the figure.

The sides rx and r3 intersect in the point A, and the sides r2 and r4 in the point

B. Starting at mit let oar i be the distance along the line r( to the intersection

with the opposite side (the point A or B). The ratio a¡ is positive if this

direction is the same as that of a»; otherwise, negative; and let p\=ai —1.
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If Li+X is the line which coincides with the side ri+x of the quadrilateral, and

if /, is a variable vector with its origin at m{, and /,- is a variable parameter,

the vector equations of the lines Li+X are

(3)

Fig. 1

Ii = tiriai + (1 — ¿i)/34r4a4,

12 = t2r2a2 + (1 — t2)ßirxai,

13 = tzr3a3 + (1 — t3)ß2r2a2,

h = ttfiai + (1 - ti)ß3r3aa iß i = oc,- I, a{ - ßi= + 1).

For certain values of the parameters i, the vectors /, coincide with the diag-

onals of the quadrilateral. These values are

U =
ßi+i

«<+i

1
1 — i i = -, at the point mi+2;

Oti+l

and therefore the vector expressions for the diagonals are

(4)

ii3 = —[pViai + ßir4ai\,
a2

7,4 = —[ß3r2a2 + jS^iai],
a3

Izi = — [|34r3a3 + pV2a,J,
o4

In = —[j3ir.(a4 + /33r3a3].
«i
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Of course,

/is + hi = 0,       J24 + Ii2 = 0.

Let M be the sum of the four masses, and let Gx, G2, G3, and G4 be the

vectors which represent the center of gravity of the system with respect to

the masses mx, rrn, m3, and mt respectively. Then

AfGi = m2riai + m3Ii3 — m&iai,

MG2 = m3r2a2 + mj2i — mxrxax,

MG3 = m4raa3 + mxI3X — m2r2a2,

MGi = W]f4a4 + m2Ii2 — m3r3a3;

and the substitution of (4) in (5) gives

1
MGX = —[ioL2m2 + ß2m3)rxax + (ß4m3 — a2w4)r4a4J,

ct2

1
MG2 = —[iot3m3 + ß3m4)r2a2 + (p\m4 — a3wi)riaij,

(6)

MG3 = —[(a4w4 + ßtmi)r3a3 + iß2mx — a4w2)r2a2],
on

1 .
MG4 = —[(aiWi + /3iw,)r4a4 + (/33W2 — a!OT3)r3a3J.

«i

5. Relations among the a's. From the triangle mxnhB it is found that

1 ßi
r2a2 =-riai -\-r4a4,

a, a2

and similarly
1 ft

T333 =-r,a2 -\-fiai.
ct3 a3

These values substituted in the equation

rxax + r2a2 + r3a3 + r4a4 = 0

give the equation

1
-[(ßißa + axa2)rxax + (ß3ß4 + a2a3)r4a4] = 0.

ot2a3

Since ai and a4 are non-collinear vectors, it follows that, if a,a3 ¿¿ =o,

axa2 + ßrf3 = 0,
(7)

020:3 + (3304 = 0;
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and, similarly,

a3a4 + ßißi = 0,

octax + ßiß2 = 0.

Only two of these relations are independent, for if the first and fourth are

solved for a3 and a4 and the results substituted in the second and third, both

equations are satisfied identically.

From the differences of these equations one derives also

0102 + 02a:3 =  — 1,

c*2ßi = onß3,        ß2a3 + ß3at =  — 1,

(7.5)
a3ß2 = otißi, ß3a4 + ßtai =  — 1,

ßiCti + ßia2 =  — 1.

6. Relations between sides and diagonals. From the triangles minh.m3,

Bmxm3, and Arnims axe obtained

r52 = rx2 + r22 — 2rir2 cos (rir2),

a32ri = ßx2rx2 + ri + 2ßxnr2 cos M,

j342r42 = ri2 + o¡22r22 — 2a2rxr2 cos (rir2).

The elimination of cos irxr2) between the first and second, and between the

first and third equations, gives two expressions for the diagonal r5, namely

ßirs2 = axßxrx2 + otxr22 - ai ri,

(8)
a2rb2 = pVi2 - «2PV22 +ßx2rx2.

Similarly, for the diagonal r6,

/34r62 = a4ri2 + aStf? - airi,

(9)
cciH2 = - axßxrx2 + ßin2 + ßxU2.

The elimination of r¡,2 between the two equations of (8), or r62 between

the two equations of (9), leads, after some reduction, to the equation

ßiißirt + a2ri) - ß,(ß3r32 + a4r42) = 0,     or

(10)
ai(0iri2 + a2r22) - «aOW + a*i) = 0,

since the determinant fta3—otxßt is zero.

Since a3 and a4 are expressible in terms of «i and a2 by means of (7),

equation (10) is a relation between the six quantities r1} r2, r3, ri} ax, ct2. Re-

garding the four sides and ax as given, this relation then determines a2, and
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then a3 and a4 by means of equations (7). For this purpose equation (10) is

most simply expressed as a cubic in ß2, namely,

[ai2r22 - ßfrfW + [ai2ßi(ri2 - ri) + ax2r22 - axßxri]ß22

- [ax2(ax + ßx)r32]ß2- ax3r32 = 0.

Thus if the four sides rx, ■ ■ ■ ,r4 are given, there may be three quadrilaterals

which have the same value of ax, but when a choice of these three has been

made, rb2 and r62 are simply computed by means of (8) and (9).

7. The resultant acceleration. The resultant acceleration of each of the

particles mx, mt, m3, and w4 in turn due to the attraction of the other three

particles is
m2 m3 mi

of mx, — riai H-lia-r4a4 = Ax,
r¡3 r63 r43

m3 mi mi
of m2, —r2a2 H-724-rxax = A2,

r23 r6 rx3

m4 mi m2
of m3, — r3a3 H-hi-r2a2 = A3,

r33 r5 r23

mi m2 m3
of m4, — r4a4 H->Ii2-r3a3 = A4.

r43 ro3 r33

On substituting the values of In from (4) and using the notation

1
-3 - R-

ri3

these expressions become

(12)

1
Ai = —[ia2Rim2 + ß2Rs,m3)riai + (/34F6w3 — a2F4w4)r4a4J,

«2

■<42 = — [ia3R2m3 + ß3R6m4)r2a2 + ißxR6m4 — aaRimi)riax\,
eta

A3 = —[ict4R3m4 + ß4R6mx)r3a3 + iß2R6mx — a4R2m2)r2a2],
(Xi

1
At = —[ia¡R4mi + ßiRem2)r4a4 + (ß3F6m2 - aiF3W3)r3a3j.

ai

In order that the resulting acceleration on each particle may pass through

the center of gravity of the system and be proportional to the distance of the

particle from the center of gravity, it is necessary that

Ai: A2: A3: A4: :Gi:G2:G3:G4.
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Let the factor of proportionality be MR0, so that

Ai - MRoGi = 0.

Furthermore, let

(13) Ri - Po = Si.

Then, on multiplying equations (6) by R0 and subtracting from the cor-

responding equation of (12), it is found that the conditions which are neces-

sary for a permanent configuration are

ia2Sxm2 + ß2Sbm3)rxax + ißtSbm3 — a2S4w4)r4a4 = 0,

ia3S2m3 + ß3S6mi)r2a2 + ißiS6m4 — a3Simi)riai = 0,

(14)
ialS3mi + ßiSsmi)r3a3 + iß2Sf,mx — atS2m2)r2a2 = 0,

(ai54Wi + ßiSem2)riat + iß3S6m2 — aiS3m3)r3a3 = 0.

Of course the masses must be positive and, since

M
MRo = — = co2,

r03

Po must be positive if the forces are attractive.

8. The equations of condition. If the vectors ai, a2, a3, and a4 are non-

collinear, it is necessary that all of the coefficients in equations (14) vanish,

and since, by (7),

jSi+i «i— - - T (*" - 1, 2, 3, 4)
«¿-i ßi

(circular permutation of the subscripts), this requires that

Sia2m2 + Sbß2m3 = 0, S3a2m2 + S3ß2m3 = 0,

S203W3 + Seß3mt = 0, Sha3m3 + 54/33»î4 = 0,

(15)
^3a4w4 + Sbßtmi = 0, Saa^i + Sxßtmi = 0,

Staxmx + Stßim-2 = 0, 56ai»ii + 52(3iW2 = 0.

In order to facilitate comparison, the equations in the second column have

been circularly permuted once, that is, the last equation as derived from (14)

has been placed first.

These equations are linear and homogeneous in the masses. A comparison

of the first equations in each column shows that, since the determinant must

vanish,

■S'iS'a = SbS6;
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and from the other equations, taken in pairs, it is seen to be necessary that

(16) S1S3 = S2S4 = SbSe.

If these conditions, equations (16), are satisfied, the equations in the second

column of (15) will be satisfied if the equations in the first column are satis-

fied.
The determinant of the equations in the first column is easily found to be

A = SiS2S3S4aia2a3a4 — Ss2Ss2ßiß2ß3ß4,

which, by virtue of equations (16), reduces to

A = SiS2S3S4(ctia2a3a4 — ßißSsßi)-

From the first and third of equations (7) it is seen that

axa2 = — ß2ß3,

a3a4 = — ßißx.

Hence

axa2a3a4 = ßxß28aß4,

and the determinant vanishes, if equations (16) are satisfied. Three of the

masses can then be determined in terms of the fourth; for example, from (15)

ax  S4 ß3  Sx a3   Sx
(17) m2 —-«1,     m3 =-mx,     m4 = -\-mx.

ßi  St ßi  S2 ßx  Se

9. The necessary condition. In order that the problem may admit a solu-

tion other than the straight line solution; it is necessary that

0103 = S2S4 = 0506,

or

(Ri - Ro)iR3 - Ro) = (R, - *o)(F4 - Ro)

= (F6 — F0)(F6 — Ro).

From these equations it is found that

RXR3 — R2R4 R2R4 — R^Ro
(18)      Ro =

Rx + R3 — R2 — R4     R2 + Ri — F5 — Re

R&Rg — RXR3

Rb + Rt — Rx — R3

and therefore
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iR,-R2)iRi-R4)     iRi - R5)iRi - Rs)

(19)

Si = Ri — Ro =

52 = R2 — Po =

53 = R3 — Ro =

St = Ri — Po =

S¡ = Rb — Ro =

Se = Re — Po =

Pi + P3 — P2 — P4 Pi + P3 — P5 — Pe

jR2 - Ri)jR3 - R2) = jR2 - Rè)(R2 - R,)

Ri + R3 — R2 — P4 P2 + P4 — Rb — Rß

(R, - R2)jR3- Ri) _ (P3 - Rb)(R3 - Rt)

Ri + R3 — R2 — Ri Ri + R3 — Rb — Po

(R, - Ri) (Rt - Ri) ^ (Ri - Rb)(Ri - P«)

Pi + P3 — P2 — Rt R2 + Ri — Rs — Pe

(Pi - R6)(Rb - R3) = (R2 - Rb)(R6 - Ri)

Ri + R3 — Rb — Re P2 + Rt — Rb — R«

(Pi - R6)(Ro - Rt) _ (R, - Re)(Re - Rj)

Ri + P3 — Rb — P6     P2 + P4 — Rb — Pe

From these expressions for R0 it is seen that if two pairs of opposite sides

are given, P0 is determined uniquely except when the members of one pair

are equal respectively to the members of the other pair. Suppose n, r2, r3,

and rt are given and that the two members of the pair r\, r3 are not equal to the

two members of the pair r2, rt. Then

Po = PiP3 — R2Ri/Ri + R3 — R2 — Ri,

and, automatically,
SiS3 = S2Si = X,

where X is some definite number. It is still necessary to determine the mem-

bers of the other pair r5, r<¡, which may be called the diagonals, so that also

0506 = X.

For this purpose the shape of the quadrilateral is available.

Before going into this, however, it is desirable to take up the exceptional

case first, the case in which equality exists between the members of the two

given pairs of sides.

10. Particular case, fi = r2, r3 = r4. In the particular case in which ri = r2

and r3 = r4 it can be assumed that n ^ r3, as this is merely a matter of notation.

The relation
¿io3 = O204

is satisfied whatever P0 may be. Consequently P0 can be chosen so that

Olo3   =   ¿204   =   ¿jOf,

that is, by using the second or third form of Po in equation (18).
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It is seen from Fig. 1 that, for this case,

r2a2 = — rxßx,

and
r3a3 = — r4ßi,

so that

«2 = — ßi, a3 =  — ß4, ß2 =  — ai, ßa =  — a4.

Then, by means of equations (7), it is found that

«2 =   1 — Cti, ß2  =   —  Oil,

(20) or3 = 2 — a,, ß3 = 1 — a,,

«i = oti — 1, j34 = ai — 2,

and all of the a's and ß's are expressed simply in terms of «i.

The expressions for the masses become

ai S4 ai R¡ — R3
m2 =-—«i = — —-nil,

ßi   S, ßi   Ri - Re

(21) m3 = «i,

2 - oi 5i 2 — ax R¡ — Rx
■m4 = -|-mi =-Wi ;

«i — 1 56 1 — ai Re — R3

and for the diagonals

ai2 (2 - ai)2
r32 = -ai2 ---r32,   n2 = (1 - atXn2 - r32).

ai —  1 «i—l

Under the assumption that r^r3, it is evident from the geometry that

rx — r3 ^ re ^ ri + r3,

and, if p denotes the ratio of r3 to rx, it follows from the above expression for

re2 that

- 2p/(l - p)  S.ai^ 2p/(l + p) á  + 1.

It also follows that ai = 0 when the sides r3 and r4 form a straight line; but

this was already known from the definition of «i.

11. Conditions necessary for positive masses. In the particular case under

discussion, m3 is positive if mx is positive, which will be assumed. Starting

with the maximum value of ax, namely

a, = 2p/(l + p) á 1,

for which r¡, vanishes and r6=ri — r3, the ratio «i//3i is negative  until at

vanishes and thereafter is positive, but the coefficient (2 — ai)/(l — a¡) in m4
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is always positive. Changes of sign in the masses m2 and m4, considered as

functions of ai and p, occur for the following critical values (compare (21)) :

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

r5 = r3     for which   p
±   «1

(3 - 3at + a,2)1'2
ni2 = 0,

(1 -ai + ai2)"2
rb = ri     for which   p = -;->     w4 = 0,

r3 = r3     for which ai =

r6 = ri     for which ai =

2 — «i

«i = 0,

1 - 2p2

1 - P2

- P¿

m2 = 0,

mt = oo,

The curves represented by these equations are shown in Fig. 2, in which

a is the abscissa and p is the ordinate. The area in which m2 is positive is

hatched horizontally. The area in which m4 is positive is hatched obliquely.

Consequently both m2 and m4 axe positive in the area that is cross hatched.

Any point in this cross hatched area leads to a real, positive solution of the

problem, provided R0 also is positive, as is actually the case. It is seen that

there are two such areas that are not connected, and that one of these areas

is sub-divided into two areas that are connected at the point «i=+l/2,

Fig. 2
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p = l/31/2. This point corresponds to the equilateral triangle in which ri = r2

= r6, and since r3 = re, the fourth particle mi is at the center of the equilateral

triangle. Three of the masses are arbitrary but equal, while the fourth is

entirely arbitrary, and this is the only case in which the masses are not

uniquely determined, if the quadrilateral is given.

The condition that R0 = 0 is

P1P3 — RbRs = 0,

and this leads to the equation

2 _ 2ax2 - 4«i + 3 ± (3(2ax - 3)(2ax - 1))1/2

P   " 2(2 - ai)2

The condition that P0 = °° is

Pi + P3 — Ps — Pe = 0.

It can be expressed as an equation in p and «i but is too complicated to write

down. Both of the curves Po = 0 and P0= 00 are shown in Fig. 3. The two

«--s 0        °-+1
Fig. 3

curves intersect at the points 0, 0 and. 1/2, 1/31'2, both of which are conspicu-

ous in Fig. 2. A superposition of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that R0 is positive every-

where within the cross hatched area of Fig. 2. There are therefore two groups

of solutions for the special problem in which r 1 = r2. In the first group «i is

negative, and the quadrilateral is convex. In the second group
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0 g «i á + 1,

and the quadrilateral is concave. The masses mx and m3 are always equal,

while m2 and m4 may have any positive values whatever.

12. Resumption of the general case. Aside from the exceptional case in

which two pairs of adjacent sides are equal, R0 is uniquely determined by the

condition (§9)
OW3   —   ■J2.S4   =   X,

assuming that rx, r2, r3 and r4 are given. The shape of the quadrilateral, how-

ever, is still arbitrary, that is, ax is still at our disposal. After ax has been

fixed a2 is determined by equation (11), which is a cubic in /3,, and then a3

and a4 by equations (7). Hence r6 and r6 can be thought of as functions of ax,

and the point is to determine ai so that

SeSe = X.

From the first equation of (8) and the second equation of (9) are obtained

a3r3 = ± (aipVi2 + a^,2 - pV62)1/2 = Qx,

and

ßara = ± (a^2 + atfin2 - p>42)1/2 = Q2.

Using the first of these equations, it is found that

-rt + Qi Qi ßxr3
a, = -> a3 = —> a4

ßir3 + Qi r3 ßxr3 + Qx

- axr3 - r3 + Qi - Qi
ßi

ßira + Qi r3 ßir3 + Qi

and from the second equation,

02                              ,01 ßir3
a2 = -> as = 1 H-; .a4

air3 + Q2 r3 air3 + Q2

- otir3 Q2 r3 + Q2
ß2 = -—-> ßa = — • ß4 = -

air3 + Q2 r3 atr3 + Q2

On substituting these results in the second equation of (8) and the first

equation of (9), the two following equations are derived:

- ßiH4 + kV + ai(- ri2 + r22 - r32 + r42) + (r32 - r42)]r-2

(22) + [ai2ri2(r32 - n2) + «i(r32 - r42)(r22 - rx2)]

+ [aiiri2 - r22 + n2) - 2r62]r3Qi = 0,

and
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+ <W + [aiW + ai(- ri2 - r22 + r32 - r42) + r42]r62

(23) + [- ai2ir22 - r32W + a,(ns + r42)(r22 - r32) - (r22 - r32)r42]

+ k(ri2 - r42 + r62) + (- r,2 + r42 + r62) ]r3Q2 = 0.

If rationalized the first would be an equation of the eighth degree in rb and

the second of the eighth degree in r6. These equations determine r5 and r6 as

functions of ax and the four sides n, r2, r3, and r4. On substituting these values

of rb and r6 in the equation

(i-iyi-i

there is derived an equation which determines ax. It is not practical to do this

literally. One can determine ai as accurately as may be desired from these

equations by a series of approximations in numerical cases, but the process

is laborious.

13. Convex and concave quadrilaterals. Suppose that pegs are placed at

each of the four masses. A string is passed around them and drawn taut. Two

cases are distinguishable:

I. The string touches all four pegs, and

(a) no three pegs are in a straight line;

(b) three pegs are in a straight line, but not four;

(c) four pegs are in a straight line.

II. The string touches only three pegs, the fourth being inside of the tri-

angle formed by the other three.

If the conditions of Case 1(a) or 1(b) are satisfied, the quadrilateral will be

called convex. Case 1(c) is the straight line configuration with which we are

not concerned. If the conditions of Case II are satisfied, the quadrilateral will

be called concave .

In all cases at least three masses touch the string. Let these three masses

in counterclockwise order be mi, w2, and m3. If m4 also lies on the string it is

between m3 and mi and the quadrilateral is convex. If it does not touch the

string it lies inside of the triangle formed by mu w2, and m3, and the quad-

rilateral is concave. This convention as to the masses eliminates duplication

of cases that differ essentially in notation only.

It is seen from Fig. 1 that the ratio

«i «i

ßx      «i-l

is positive wherever the point B on the line Li may be, provided it does not

lie between mi and m2, and in the interval mxm2 it is negative. In general,

-
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ai a2 a3 a4
(24) for convex quadrilaterals,    — > 0,    — > 0,    — > 0,    — > 0;

ßx ß, ßz ßi

and

ai a2 a3 a4

(25) for concave quadrilaterals,  — < 0,    — < 0,    — > 0,    — > 0.
0i & ßa ß4

14. Admissible convex quadrilaterals. From  equations   (13),   (15),  and

(16) one sees that in any solution of the problem

ai R4 — Ro ax R¡, — Ro
m2 =-«i =-mi,

ßi  Re — Ro ßi  Rt — Ro

a2 Ri — Ro a2 Re — Ro
m3 =-m2 =-m2,

ß2 Re — Ro ß2 F3 — Ro
(26)

a3 R2 — Ro a3 Ri — Ro
m4 =-«j =-m3,

ß3  Re — Ro ßa  R4 — Ro

a4 R3 — Ro a4 Re — Ro
nil =-'-m4 —-m4 ;

ß4 Re — Ro ß4 Rx — Ro

and

(27)   (Fi - F„)(F3 - Ro) = (Rt - F0)(F4 - R0) = (F„ - F6)(F0 - Re).

First hypothesis: ri>ro- From their definitions it follows, if ri>r0, that

Fi < Ro;

and since for convex quadrilaterals a¡/(3i>0, i = l, 2, 3, 4, and since the

masses are necessarily positive, it is found from equations (26) that

Ri, R2, F3, R4 < 7?o < Re, Re,

and therefore

f\, r2, r3, r4 > r0 > r5, r6;

that is, each of the four sides ¡¡Lgreater than r0, and each of the two diagonals

is less than r0. This is a geometric absurdity for a convex quadrilateral, as is

easily proved. Hence there are no solutions of the problem in which ri>r0.

Second hypothesis : n g r0. This hypothesis merely reverses the inequal-

ities of the first hypothesis, but includes the equality sign. Hence, in this case,

rx, r2, r3, r4 g r0 á rb, r6;

that is, each of the four sides is less than, or, at most, equal to r0, and each of
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the diagonals is greater than r0. Quadrilaterals of this type are geometrically

possible. In order to show this, let r0 and rx be given with

ri < r0.

Draw ri as in Fig. 4, and let mi and m2 be at its extremities. With mi and

m2 as centers draw semicircles with the radius r0, intersecting at the point O.

With O as a center draw the arcs aibi and a2b2 also with the radius r0. Since

r& > rQ > r2,

the mass m3 lies outside of the semicircle BiOA2 and inside of the semicircle

AiOB2; that is, it lies inside of the area O A 2B2. Likewise, since

re > r0 > r4,

the mass m4 lies outside of the semicircle A1OB2 and inside of the semicircle

BiOA2; that is, it lies inside of the area OAxBx. The possibilities are further

restricted by the fact that r3, which is the line joining m3 and mt, also is less

than r0- Hence m3 must lie inside of the area Oa2b2, and mt must lie inside of

the area Obxax; and the distance between m3 and mt must be less than r0.

A quadrilateral will be called an admissible quadrilateral if, for properly

chosen masses, it can form a permanent configuration. With this definition

we can state the following theorem :

Theorem. For every point m3 in the region Oa2b2 there exists one and only

one point mt in the region Obxax which together with the points mx and m2 forms

an admissible convex quadrilateral; and for every point mi in the region Obxax

there exists one and only one point m3 in the region Oa2b2 which together with the

points mx and m? forms an admissible convex quadrilateral. No such points exist

outside of the areas Obxax and Oa2&2-
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Let m3 be taken anywhere within the area Oa2b2. With m3 as a center and

a radius r0 describe the arc pq intersecting the arcs Oai and Obx in p and a. Any

point m4 which lies in the area Opq together with mx, nh, and m3 will form a

quadrilateral which satisfies the inequalities

Ti, r2, r3, r4 < ro < re, r3.

It remains to show that there is one and only one such point at which the

equalities

(28) (Fi - F0)(F3 - Ro) = (F, - F0)(F4 - R0) = (F„ - F6)(F0 - Rt)

also are satisfied. The quantities R0, Rx, R2, and Re are given by the assumed

•data.

All of the factors which occur in (28) are positive in the area Opq. With

m3 as a center and a radius p, such that

Om3 ^ p < r0,

describe an arc of a circle which cuts Op at the point s and Oq at the point t.

Imagine the point m4 lying on thisarc st and moving from 5 to t. The factor

iR4—R0) is positive at s, decreases steadily, and vanishes at t, while the factor

iR0—Re) vanishes at s, and, increasing steadily, is positive at t. Hence there

exists one and only one point p on st at which the equality

(F, - Fo)(F4 - Ro) = (Fo - Rt)iRa - Re) = X(p)

is satisfied. This is true for every value of p, and the locus of p as p increases

is a certain curve C which passes through the point O and cuts the arc pq

in some point u. It is evident that X(p) vanishes at 0. Its derivative with re-

spect to p is

áX dR4 dRe
(29) - = (F2 - Ro)-- = - (Fo - Re)— ■

dp dp dp

Since Ri = 1/r,-3,

dR4 dRe
-> 0 and -< 0,
dp dp

and therefore
¿X

dp

as the point p moves along the curve G at 0. Regarding r4 and r6 as bipolar

coordinates of the point p , it is seen that aV4 and aY9 cannot both vanish,

since the point p does not lie in the line which passes through mx and to,.
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Therefore dR4 and dR6 cannot vanish simultaneously, and since (P2 —Po) and

(Po — Rb) axe constants, it is seen from (29) that neither can vanish, and

therefore d\/dp is always positive. Hence the value of X increases steadily

from zero at O to some positive value at u.

On the other hand the value of iRi — RQ)iR3 — Ro) is positive at 0, de-

creases steadily, and vanishes at u. Hence, for a given m3, there exists one

and only one point m4 on the curve C, and therefore within the area Opq, at

which the equalities

(P, - R0)iR3 - P0) = (P2 - P0XP4 - Po) = (Po - Ps)(Po - Pe)

are satisfied.

The first half of the theorem as stated is therefore established; and the

second half follows from symmetry.

15. The ratio of the diagonals. Instead of drawing the diagram with rt and

ro as the fundamental lines, let rb and r0 be used irb>r0). In Fig. 5, let Wi and

m¡ be the end points of rh. With each of these points as a center draw circles

of radius r0 intersecting at the points Ox and 02. With the points Ox and 02 as

centers draw two more circles with the radius r0- These last two circles pass

through Wi and m3 and intersect the arcs Oi02 in the points p¡, qx; p2, and q2.

Since for all admissible quadrilaterals

r¡, r2, r3, r4 f¡ r0 = rb, r6,

it is seen that m4 lies in the area 0¡piqi, and m3 lies in the area 02p2q2, and it
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can be shown, just as before, that for every m4 in the area Oxpiqi there exists

one and only one to2 in the area 02p2q2 which, together with Toi, m3, and m4,

forms an admissible quadrilateral. Similarly, for each m2 in 02p2q2 there is

one and only one m4 in the area Oipiqi.

It is evident that if r0 is kept fixed, and rx is increased, the areas Oipiqi

shrink and for a certain value of ri are reduced to two points. For larger

values of n admissible convex quadrilaterals do not exist.

From Fig. 5 is obtained

But since 0¡02 S r6 è r0, it follows that

re è 31'%,      and     r6 g 3"W,

therefore
re è 31'2re,     and     r6 ^ 3l'2r6.

Whence the

Theorem. The ratio of the diagonals of an admissible convex quadrilateral

lies between 1/31/2 and 31'2.

This theorem is a generalization of Longley's theorem for the rhombus.

16. Limitations on the interior angles. There is a corresponding limitation

on the magnitudes of the interior angles of an admissible convex quadrilateral.

It is evident from Fig. 5 that the interior angle at mx, ¿.mx, is less than the

angle OiWi02; and that the maximum value of this latter angle is had at the

limit rx = r0, in which case it is 120°. Hence

Z mi ^ 120°.

From Fig. 4 it is also evident that the /.mi is greater than the angle

OtoiTO2, and that the minimum value of Z Ominh is had for the limiting value

ri = r0 in which case it is 60°. Combining these two results, we have

60° g ¿ mx g 120°.

The same inequality holds obviously for ¿ m2. On interchanging the rôle of

m4 and mx, and m3 and m2, it is seen that the same inequality holds for all of

the interior angles.

Theorem. Each of the interior angles of an admissible convex quadrilateral

lies between 60° and 120°.

By a similar method, using Fig. 5, it can be shown that we have the
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Theorem. In any admissible convex quadrilateral the diagonals divide each

of the interior angles into two angles each of which is less than 60°.

17. Admissible concave quadrilaterals. If ri < r0, it is found from equations

(25) and (26) that

*"3, r4, re > *"o > fi, r2, re

which is geometrically impossible for a concave quadrilateral.

If ri^ro, the inequality signs are reversed and the equality sign is added.

Hence a necessary condition for admissible concave quadrilaterals is that

(30) r3, r4, re g r0 ^ ru r2, rb.

The possibility of quadrilaterals of this type is shown in Fig. 6. Let mim2

be ri. With mx and nh as centers draw circles of radius r0. Since ri+r6 ^ r\ S: r0

and r4, r6 g f 0, it is seen that

r0 á ri â 2r0-

Let these two circles intersect in the points O and Ot. With O as a center and

a radius equal to r0 draw the arc £PP.

On account of the inequalities (30) and the adopted conventions (§13)
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it is evident that m4 must lie in the region Tx or T2, and m3 must lie in Sx or

S2. An argument similar to that used in §14 shows that if m4 is any assigned

point in Tx+T2 there exists one and only one point to3 in the region 5i+53;

but for any assigned point m3 in the region Si+S3 there exists one and only

one point m4 in the region Fi+F2+ U, at which the equalities

(F0 - Ri)(R3 - Ro) = (Ro - R2)(R4 - Ro)

(31)
= (Fo — Re) (Re — Fo)

are satisfied. All of the factors in (31) are positive if m3 and m4 lie in the as-

signed regions. One sees from the last equality, if r2 < rb, that r4 < r6, and there-

fore if m4 lies in Tx, m3 lies in Si; and if m4 lies in T2, m3 lies in S2. Notwith-

standing the fact that for all admissible concave quadrilaterals to4 lies in

Tx+T2 and m3 in 51+5,, it is not true that all quadrilaterals which satisfy

this condition are concave. There exist convex quadrilaterals for which m4

lies in Fi+r2 and to3 in 5i+52 for which, the equalities are satisfied, but for

all such convex quadrilaterals at least one of the masses is negative, as was

shown in §14. This means that the regions Sx+S2 and Fi+F2 are not suffi-

ciently restricted. A plane concave quadrilateral cannot change in a contin-

uous manner into a convex quadrilateral without passing through a configura-

tion in which three of the corners lie in a straight line, and the curves on

which this happens pass through the regions Tx, T2, Si, and S2. Since the

masses are all positive for the concave quadrilaterals and at least one of the

masses negative for the convex quadrilaterals, it follows that at least one of

the masses vanishes on the boundary.

There are three of these bounding loci :

(I) to4 lies on the line mxm2,

(II) m4 fies on the line mxm3,

(III) m4 lies on the line nhm3.

The two dynamical equations (31) must be satisfied in all cases, but the

geometric equations (8) and (9) take different forms in the different cases.

Case I. to4 lies between mx and m2. One finds readily under this condition

that

a2 = 0, a3 = + 1,

rx re

ri r4

and the geometric equations (8) and (9) reduce to the two equations

r4

ax = —i
rx
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ri = ri + r6,

rir32 = r4r22 + r6rb2 — rir4r6.

Thus between the five quantities r2, r3, r4, rb, and rs there exist four rela-

tions. One can imagine r3, rb, and r6 eliminated between these four equations,

leaving a single relation which defines the locus sought by means of the bi-

polar coordinates r2 and r4. Actually it is not practical to do this, and one

must resort to methods of successive approximations in numerical cases in

order to obtain points on the curves. It should be noticed that these curves

depend upon the ratio r0/Vi, and therefore cannot be drawn once for all.

It is easy to solve the equations if m4 coincides with either of the points

A or B of Fig. 6. The following are the results:

at A,    n — r3 = r6 = r0,    r4 = rx — r0,

rb2 = ri2 - riro + r02;

at B,    r3 = r4 = rb = r0,    r6 = n — r0,

r22 = ri2 - rifo + r02.

At the point Q, a fairly simple solution can be obtained, since

ri = 2r4 = 2r6,

and the necessary equations reduce to

(Po - Pi)(P3 - Po)  = (Po - P2X8P1 - Po),

r22 = r32 + \ri2.

Let r3 = Xri, so that r22 = (X2+|)ri2. Also, if one takes \~3 = a and (X2 + i)-3'2

= b, then

P3 = aPi,       P2 = bRh

and
7 + b - a

In order that the inequalities r0<ri<2ri may hold it is readily found that

31/2 > 2X > 1.

The following table shows the values of the various ratios if m4 is at the

central point Q.
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Table I. Values of the ratios at Q

r±   2ri_2rt r^ r¡

ro     r0     To r0 r0

.8667       1.000 .8667 1.000

.85         1.014 .8620 1.000

.80         1.067 .8536 1.006

.75         1.126 .8445 1.015

.70         1.195 .8365 1.028

.65         1.281 .8326 1.041

.64         1.301 .8326 1.056

.63         1.322 .8329 1.063

.62         1.344 .8333 1.070

.61         1.370 .8357 1.080

.60         1.396 .8376 1.090

.59         1.425 .8408 1.102

.58         1.458 .8456 1.116

.57         1.492 .8504 1.131

.56        1.533 .8584 1.151

.55        1.578 .8679 1.173

.54         1.631 .8807 1.200

.53         1.696 .8989 1.236

.52         1.772 .9214 1.278

.51         1.869 .9532 1.3314

.50         2.000 1.0000 1.4141

By interpolation      1.3 .8325 1.055

1.4 .838 1.090

1.5 .852 1.134

The following table gives values of the ratios on this curve for rt = 1. 5r0.

r2/r0                        r3/n r4/r0 rb/r<>

1.323                     1. 1. 1.

1.301                        .960 .950 1.006

1.250                       .923 .900 1.019

1.195                       .863 .800 1.080

1.134                       .852 .750 1.134

Case II. m4 lies on the line between mi and m3. In addition to the dynam-

ical equations, the geometrical equations are

rb= r3 + rt, rbrß2 = r4r22 + r3rx2 — r3r4rb.
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Two points on the curve, the two end points, are easily obtained, viz.

(a) r2 = r3 = re = r0,        r5 = r4 + r0,        r02 + ran + r42 = ri2 ;

(b) r3 — r4 — re — ro, re = 2r0, r22 = 4r02 — rx2.

Since r2=\ro, (30), it follows that the point b is not real unless rx^3112 r0.

That is, Case II offers no restriction on the areas Tx and Sx, if fi>31/2 r0.

The following table gives the values of the ratios at three points on this

locus for rx = 1.5 r0.

r3/r0 r4/ra re/ra

1.000 .725 1.000
.950 .900 .958

1.000 1.000 1.000
Case III. to4 lies on the line between to, arca* to3. This case is symmetrical

with Case II and gives the loci which pass through and restrict the regions

S2 and T2.

Fig. 7 shows the reduced areas Si, S2, Tx, and T2 for the case rx = 1.5 r0.

r2/ra

1.000

1.135

1.323

m i

Fig. 7

18. Isosceles trapezoids. In case the convex qua'drilateral is a trapezoid

with r3 parallel to ru

ai = ßi = a3 = ß3 = » ;

and

a2 = — ß4, a4 = — ß2

If the trapezoid is isosceles, one has also
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f» = rt,        rb = r6,

and
rx r3

«2  = -> P2  = - •

ri — r3 rx — r3

The second equation of (8), which is geometrical, reduces to

(32) rb2 = nr3 + r22.

The dynamical equation (31) becomes

Í33) (Pi - Po)(P3 - Po) = (Ai - Po)2 = (Po - Rb)2,

from the last equality of which it follows, on extracting the square root, that,

since r2<r0<Tb by §14,

R2 - Po = Po - Rb > 0, or
(34)

R2 + Rb = 2Ro.

A parametric solution of equations (32) and (33) can be obtained^ as fol-

lows. Define the parameter k by the relation

(35) r2 = Kirm)1'2,

and it follows from (32) that

(36) re = (1 + «2)1/2(rir3)1'2;

also (34) becomes

(37) T¿^-i{'-' + ii + ^-"i-

From the first equality of (33) is obtained

PiP3 — (Pi + R3)Ro = R22 — 2R2Ro,

which becomes, on using (35),

(1 - k-6)PiP3 + 2/c-3P0(P1P3)1'2 - iRi + R3)R0 = 0,

or
Po /Po      Po\

(1 - K-6   + 2/c-3-(— + — ) = 0.
(PiP3)"2    \Pi   rJ

Then, by means of (37),

(R        7? \
—° + —°) = 0.
Pi     p3/
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From (37) and (38), it is found that

F0     F0
— + —   =   1   + K"3(l   +  ««)-»«   =1+00,
Fi     F3

[October

2F0

where
(RiRa)1

~3 + (1 + K2)-3'2 = a + b,

a = K-3,       b = (1 + K2)-3'2.

The solution of these equations is

ri3 = i[l + ab ± ((1 - a2)(l - b2))1'2]^3,

r33 = h[l + ab+ ((I - a2)(l - è2))1/2]r03,
(39)

and adding

r2 = K{rxr3)
a + b\x'3-ra

(40)
re = (1 + k2)1'2^!*-,)1'2

i' >,

(a + 0\1'3

a = k 0  =   (1  + K2)-"/2,

the parametric representation is complete.

A table of values of the ratios of ro, r2, and r5 to rt is given in the table be-

low.

Table II

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

r0/ri r2/ri r3/n re/ri

.0000

.0001

.0004

1.0015

1.0034

1.0066

1.0117

1.0194

1.0321
1.0531
1.1390

1.0000

.9556

.9370

.9246

.9160

.9106

.9082

.9091

.9146

.9289

1.0000

.0000

.1968

. 3002

.3831

.4555

.5224

.5867

.6515

.7212

.8043

1.0000

1.0000

1.0537

1.0855
1.1127

1.1378

1.1626

1.1880
1.2157

1.2483

1.2912

1.4142
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A diagram, given in Fig. 8, shows that as k increases from 1 to oo the

trapezoid changes continuously from a square to an equilateral triangle.

The two following theorems are evident:

Fig. 8

THEOREM. There exists one and only one isosceles trapezoid for given values

of r0 and n.

Theorem . There exists one and only one isocèles trapezoid for a given value

of an interior angle, provided this angle lies between 60° and 120°.

The mass ratios. From equations (17) it is found that

»¡2 ai S4 m4 a3 S2

mi ßi  So m3 ß3 S6

For the trapezoid, however,
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ai        a3
— = —=  + I,
ßi       ßa

and, since R2 = Rt and F5 = F6, equations (19) show that

S2 = Si = — Se;

hence

mx = m2, and m3 = mt.

Also, from (17) and (7.5),

m3

m¡

For the isosceles trapezoid — a4=/32; hence

w4     m3      a2 Si      rx  Sx rx  Sx

m2     «i      ß2 S,      r3  52 r3   St

which by virtue of Í33) becomes

ma _  ri/Si\m _ /^ r03 - rx3\1'2

mx       r3\Sj \rx   r0* — r33/

For r3=0 this ratio vanishes. As r3 increases, both fractions of the radicand

increase and have the limit unity. Hence as the trapezoid changes from the

equilateral triangle to the square, the ratio m3/mx increases steadily from zero

to one. Hence

Theorem. For every mx = m2>0 and to3 = to4>0, there exists one and only

cne isosceles trapezoid configuration.

19. Quadrilaterals in the neighborhood of isosceles trapezoids. On return-

ing to Fig. 4 with the assumption that r3^r0, it is seen that in any given dia-

gram, that is, fi^r0 given, there exists one and only one isosceles trapezoid

point in each of the regions Oaxbi and Oa2b2, and each of these points is the

reflection of the other in a plane P which passes through O and is perpen-

dicular to rx. For other admissible quadrilaterals to4 lips in or on the boundary

of Oaxbx and m3 within or on the boundary of Oa2o2.

Suppose TO4 approaches the boundary Oax and that fi<r0; then Re ap-

proaches Fo, and on account of the dynamical equations

(41)  (Äi - Fo)(F3 - Fo) = (F2 - F0)(F4 - R0) = (Ä, - F0)(F6 - F0),

R3 also tends toward Fo and so also does F4, provided to4 is not approaching

either of the points O and ax. That is, if Toi approaches the arc Oax (end points

ß3 Si a2 Si

ßi  S2 ai S,
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excepted), the point m3 approaches the arc Ob2, and if m4 is on Oai, the point

m3 is on the arc Ob2, and r2 = r3 = r6 = r0. The points m2, m3, and m4 form an

equilateral triangle and the mass mx vanishes. Now let mi move along the

arc aiO toward the point O. The point m3 simultaneously moves along the arc

Ob2 toward the point b2. If the point m4 is at the point 0, the point m3 may be

anywhere on the arc b2a2, which, extended, passes through mi. Thus mi, m2,

and m3 lie on the arc of a circle whose center is at mt. The corresponding three

masses are all zero unless m3 is at the end points a2 or b2.

Now let the point m4 move along the arc Obi. The point m3 simultaneously

moves along the arc a20. The triangle mim4m3 is equilateral, and the mass

m2 is zero, and so on. It is seen that as m4 moves around the boundary of its

region counterclockwise, m3 also moves around the boundary of its region,

but in a clockwise direction ; and throughout all of the motion r3 is constant

and equal to r0.

Fig. 9

If m4 and m3 axe permitted to move in their respective regions but subject

to the condition that r3 < r0 is constant, it is found that each point traces a

closed curve in its own region and that each of these curves is the reflection

of the other in the plane P, Fig. 9. Thus there is a family of curves r3 = C<r0.

These curves shrink in length as the constant C diminishes; in fact, they

shrink down upon the isosceles trapezoid points as a limit (for the proof see

§21). Consequently, the smallest possible value of r3 for given values of r0

and ri is that one which belongs to the isosceles trapezoid.
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20. Conjugate curves. If the point m3 of an admissible quadrilateral de-

scribes a curve in the region S3, mi and m2 remaining fixed, the point m4 oí the

admissible quadrilateral also describes a curve in the region S4. Suppose these

curves are reflected in a plane which passes through 0, Fig. 4, and is perpen-

dicular to fi\ then if m3 moves along the reflected curve in S3, m4 will move

along the reflected curve in S4. These curves are conjugate curves. Do there

exist conjugate curves that are unaltered by reflection? The answer is in the

affirmative since the curves r3 = const, obviously are of this type. Such a pair

of curves are self conjugate. Let C3 and C4 be the members of a self conjugate

pair; that is, C3 is the reflection of C4, and conversely. If m3 lies on C3 at a cer-

tain point p, m4 lies on C4 at a certain point 7r. The reflection of ir lies on C3

and will be denoted by p; then p and p axe conjugate points on C3.

Since

(41.5) (P2 - Po)(P4 - Po) = (Po - Pe)(Po - Re)

for every admissible quadrilateral, and since for conjugate points P4 = P2

and P6 = Rs, it follows that on every self conjugate curve

(P2 - P0)(P2 - Po)  = (Po - Pe)(Po - Rb).

Since
h = r6,    f2 = r4,    and    f4 = r2,

for the reflected quadrilaterals, equations (8) and (9) give

axfb2 =  - aißir? + ß32r32 + ßi?22,

/Ve2 = + aißxri2 — ai ri + ayr22,

and the sum of these gives the relation

(42) aifb2 + ßxrb2 = -(«, + ß3)r22 + (ßi?22 + air22),

which holds at the conjugate points p and p. If p and p tend toward coinci-

dence, r3 tends toward parallelism with ri, and in the limit ax, ft, a3 and ß3 are

infinite; but

lim (a3/ai) = ß3/ai = rx/r3,        lim (ßi/ax) = + 1,

so that, when the two points coincide, equation (42) becomes

r62 = rxr3 + r22,

and equation (41) becomes

(R2 - Po)2 = (Po - Rb)2.

Since these are the equations which define the isosceles trapezoid points, it

follows that every self conjugate curve, on which the conjugate points have a point

of coincidence, passes through an isosceles trapezoid point.
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As an example of a self conjugate curve of this last type consider the locus

of positions of m3 for which

R2 — Ro — Ro ~ Re-

From the dynamical equation (41.5) it follows that the conjugate curve is

defined by the relation

(F4 — Fo) = (Fo — Re),

which is the reflection of the locus for m3. Hence these curves are self con-

jugate and they all pass through the isosceles trapezoid points. The curves

for which r3 = const, are self conjugate, but they do not pass through the

isosceles trapezoid points. They are closed curves which contain the isosceles

trapezoid points in their interiors.

21. Power series solutions in the neighborhood of isosceles trapezoids.

In order to investigate the properties of the self conjugate curves r3 = const,

near an isosceles trapezoid point, a power scries expansion of the solutions of

the geometrical and dynamical equations will be useful.

>«i m2

Fig. 10

Consider two points m* and m* oí a solution which is near the isosceles

trapezoid points nt3 and m4 which are associated with the trapezoid rx, r2 = r4,

r3, re = re. Let the point m* be defined by the polar coordinates p3, 03 with

origin at to3, the polar axis being the line m4 to m3. Likewise let the point m*

be defined by the polar coordinates p4, 84 with the same polar axis but with

origin at miy Fig. 10. Let r¡. r2*, r3*, r*, r*, and r* be the sides and diagonals
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of the quadrilateral associated with corners mx, m2, m*, and to4*. Let a be the

angle between rx and r4, and ß the angle between rx and r6. Then

r*2 = ir3 + p3 cos 03 — pi cos 04)2 + (p3 sin 03 — pi sin 04)2,

r*2 = ri + pi — 2r2p3 cos (03 + a),

(43) r4*2 = ri + p42 + 2r2P4 cos (04 - a),

re*2 = re2 + pi + 2riP3 cos (03 - ß),

re*2 = ri + pi - 2riP4 cos (04 + ß).

Since the point to4 is uniquely defined if to3 is given, it follows that p4

vanishes if p3 vanishes. If these values are substituted in the dynamical

equations (41), bearing in mind, of course, that

R? = ir?)-3,

and the equations are then expanded in powers of p3 and p4 there result the

two equations

-3(Fi-Fo)F3/
—(p3 COS 03 — p4 cos 04) + • • ■

r3

3(F2 — Ro)R2
(44) =-(p3 cos (0s + a) - p4 cos (04 — a)) + • • •

r2

3(Fo — Re)Re
= -(P3 cos (0, - ß) - Pi cos (04 + ß)) + ■ • ■ ,

re

the terms independent of p3 and p4 vanishing by themselves, since they be-

long to the isosceles trapezoid solution. The solution of the linear terms of

these equations gives as a first approximation to the complete solution

p4 = Pa, 04 =  — 03-

For further development let two new variables k and X be defined as follows :

K  =  - = Kip + K2p¿ +   ■   ■   ■  ,

P3

(45)
X = 03 + 04 = Xip + X2p2 + • • • ,

P3 =   P, 03 = 0,

since k and X are evidently expansible as a convergent power series in p,

the coefficients being functions of 0. With these variables, p, 0, k, X, the expan-

sion of the first equation of (43), up to and including terms of the second

degree in p, is
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(46) r3*2 = ri + 2r3(- Pk cos 0 + pX sin 0) + 4p2 sin2 0 + ■ • • ;

and similar expansions can be obtained for the remaining sides and diagonals.

When these expansions are substituted into the dynamical equations (41),

not only the terms independent of p are satisfied by themselves, but the

linear terms also. Since k and X occur only in terms of at least the second de-

gree in p, k, and X, each of which contains p as a factor, the factor p can be

divided out, and there remain the two equations

(Pi-P0)P3r 2psin20r                                 2p sin2 0 "1
k cos 0 — X sin 0-h • • •

r3

(R2-Ro)R2r s.i-ftj.^      P(l-5 cos2 (0+ «))-[
=-   — k cos (0 + a) + X sin (0 + a)-—-

r2 L r2 J

R 2
- 3 — p COS2 (0 + a) + ■ ■ ■

(47) r22

(P„-Pe)P6r fl,   ,  p(1 - 5 cos2 (0 - /3))-|
= -   — k cos (0 - ß) - X sin (0 — ß) -\-—

r6 L rs J

P 2
- 3 — p cos2 (0 - ß) + ■ ■ ■ .

rb2

These two equations can be solved for k and X uniquely as a power series

inp, as indicated in (45), provided the determinant of the coefficients of k

and X is different from zero. This determinant is

(R2 - Ro)(Ro - Rb)R2Rb .   ,    , a.  , (Rx - Ro)(R0 - R6)R3Rb
■-sin (a + ß) -\-—-sin ß

r2rb r3rb

(Rx - R0)(Ri - Ro)RzRi  .
-\-sin a.

r3r2

In §16 it was shown that 60°<a<120° and ^<60°. Consequently a+ß

<180°, and all of the terms of the determinant are positive. It cannot,

therefore, vanish. The coefficients in the expansions of equations (45) can be

computed, but, for the sake of brevity, the computations will be omitted.

They are found to be periodic functions of 0 with the period 27r, a result that

could have been anticipated from the geometrical relations between the con-

jugate points. If these expansions are substituted in (46), and the coefficients

simplified by simple trigonometric relations between the sides and angles of

the trapezoid, it is found that
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ra* = r3 + 0p

r3(5Ro-2R2) cos2 (0+a)+r3(5Fo-2F6) cos2 (d-ß)+2rx(R2-R0) sin2 0

(48)  H-■-p2
Ra(Ri-Ro)(R22+Ri) + rira(R2-Ro)

+ ■ ■ ■ .

From the relations between the sides and diagonals of admissible quad-

rilaterals, §14, and equation (34), it follows that all of the coefficients in

equation (48) are positive. Therefore for values of p different from zero r3*

is greater than r3. This establishes analytically the limit property of the isos-

celes trapezoid points discussed in §19.

The locus of m3*, for r* = const., up to terms of the second degree in p, is

P2h(5F0-2F2) cos2 (0+a)+r3(5Fo-2F5) cos2 (d-ß)+2rx(R2-Ro) sin2 d\

+ • ■ • = a constant.

The expression within the bracket is a homogeneous quadratic function of

sin 0 and cos 0 that does not vanish. Therefore for p sufficiently small the self

conjugate curves r3 = const, are approximately ellipses with centers at the

isosceles trapezoid points. The conjugate ellipse described by to4* is, of

course, the reflection of that described by to3*, but if to3* moves in its ellipse

clockwise, m* moves in its ellipse counterclockwise, so that the position of

m* in its ellipse is not the reflection of to3* ih its ellipse.

22. Masses associated with admissible quadrilaterals. It was shown in

§§14 and 17 that the ratios of the masses which are associated with a given

admissible quadrilateral and a given r0 are uniquely determined by equations

(26). Indeed, if the six sides of the quadrilateral are given, r0 itself is uniquely

determined by equation (18), unless all three of the expressions for R0 take

an indeterminate form, and this can happen only if

Ri = R2 = Re and R2 = R4 = F6,
or

rx = r2 = re and r2 = r4 = r6.

In this case r0 is entirely arbitrary ; the masses toi, to2, and to3 are equal and

lie at the vertices of an equilateral triangle ; the mass to4 is arbitrary but it is

placed at the center of the equilateral triangle which is formed by the other

three masses.

Theorem. Associated with each admissible quadrilateral there is one and

only one set of mass ratios, with the single exception of three equal masses at the

vertices of an equilateral triangle and a fourth arbitrary mass at the center of

gravity of the other three.
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With one exception, if an admissible quadrilateral is given the mass ratios

are uniquely determined. If the masses are given, does there necessarily exist

an admissible quadrilateral for them, and, if so, is this quadrilateral unique?

Consider first convex quadrilaterals for which the condition

r0 > rx > 0

holds, and suppose r0 is given. For every position of m3 in the region Oa2b2,

Fig. 4, there exists one and only one position for m4, and that position lies in

the region Obxax- The mass ratios mi.m2\m3:m4 can be regarded as functions

of the position of m3, for both the mass ratios and the ratios a¿/j3¿, i = 1,2,3,4,

are continuous single-valued functions of the position of m3. The ratios

ai
— = 0, or co (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
Pi

implies that at least three of the bodies are in a straight line. Hence it is evi-

dent from Fig. 4 that for every r^O that is less than r0 the ratios ou//3¿ have

a positive finite upper bound and a positive non-zero lower bound. If m3

approaches any point on the arc Ob2 (the point O itself excepted), the ratio

mx'.mi approaches 0:1, by equation (27). If m3 approaches any point of the

arc Oa2 (the point O again excepted), the ratio mx : m2 approaches 0:1. There-

fore there exists a curve C3 which starts at O and terminates on the arc a2b2

on which the ratio mx'.m2 = ki2 is an arbitrarily given positive constant.

As m3 moves along the curve C3, the point m4 moves along a certain curve

C4 in the region Obiai. If m3 approaches O on C3 the point m4 approaches a

definite point on the arc axbx, and the ratio m3'.mt approaches 1:0. If m3 ap-

proaches the arc a2b2 along the curve C3, the ratio m3.m4 approaches 0:1.

Hence there exists a point on the curve C3 at which m3:mi = k34, an arbitrarily

given constant. Hence

Theorem. For every r0 and rt such that r0 > n > 0, there exists at least one

admissible quadrilateral for which

mi m3
— = ki2 and — = k34,
m2 mi

where ki2 and k3i are arbitrarily given positive constants.

From the symmetry of the figure, it follows that for every r3<r0 there

exists an admissible quadrilateral for which

nti m3
— = k\2 and — = k34.
m2 m4
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Now consider the series of admissible convex quadrilaterals for which

«i m3
— = *i2 and —- = *34,
m2 m4

as, ro remaining fixed, rx tends toward zero. It follows immediately from the

geometry of the quadrilateral, Fig. 1, that as rx tends toward zero, r6 tends

toward r,, and r6 tends toward r4. But in every admissible convex quad-

rilateral

r, < r0 < re and r4 < r0 < re.

Consequently, at the limit

r2 — r4 = re = re = r0;

and since

(Fi - F0)(F3 - F») = (F, - F0)(F4 - F„),

the left member tends toward zero just as the right member does. But Ri

tends toward infinity; hence R3 tends toward i?0, which is the same as saying

that r3 tends toward r0. Consequently as rx tends toward zero, all of the re-

maining sides and the diagonals tend toward the value r0.

The functions a2 and ß4, however, tend toward zero as rx diminishes ; for
s

the point A in Fig. 1 tends toward coincidence with the point »»2. But since,

§5,
riai + a2r2a2 = /34r4a4,

it is seen that
a, ßi

ax -\-r2a2 = — r4a4,
rx rx

and consequently as rx tends toward zero, the ratios a2/rx and ß4/rx tend to-

ward limits that are not zero. For the angles between the unit vectors ai

and a2, and between a4 and ai for admissible convex quadrilaterals, always lie

between 60° and 120°, and the angle between a4 and a2 tends toward the

definite limit 120°. The common limit of r2 and r4 is r0, and the coefficient of

ai in the above equation is unity. Hence zero is not a limit for either a2/ri

or ß4/rx.

Now, by equations (26),

mx      a4ß2 R3 — Ro m4 a4ß2      rx(R3 — R0) m4

m3      ß4a2  Ri — Ro m2       f ß4a2\      I — rx3RQ   m2

Kir)
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Since the limit of a2 and ß4 is zero, the limits of ß2 and a4 axe — 1 and +1

respectively. Hence, as n tends toward zero, r0 remaining fixed, the limit of

mim2
- = 0.
m3m4

In a similar manner it is shown that if rx tends toward r0, then r3 tends

toward zero, and the limit of

m3m4
- = 0.
«1»)»2

It follows, therefore, that for some value of ry in the interval

0 = ri á r0

there exists an admissible convex quadrilateral for which

mi m3 mim2
— = ki2, — = £34,  and - = k,
m2 m4 m3mi

where kn, k3i, and k axe arbitrarily specified constants. It will be observed

that it is not proved that there exists but one such value of ri.

This result can be expressed as follows :

Theorem. For every four given masses and assigned order there exists at

least one admissible convex quadrilateral.

A corresponding theorem for concave quadrilaterals has not been proved.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


